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DESIGNER BANDED SHADES

Intelligent Design
Designer Banded Shades combine 
sheer and solid fabric bands into  
a single shade.

• The design enables the shade to transition 
from open to closed seamlessly, providing 
a modern solution for view-through, light 
control and privacy.

• A single piece of fabric loops at the bottom 
bar to create a double layer of fabric in the 
window. When operated, the sheer and 
solid fabric bands transition effortlessly  
by each other.
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Flexible Functionality
Shades can be positioned to either 
open or closed when they are in the 
raised or lowered position, allowing 
for complete privacy, filtered light  
or view-through with a single shade.

• Open position—Sheer fabric bands  
align to create view-through and provide 
soft filtered light.

• Closed position—Sheer and solid  
fabric bands align to create privacy and 
block light.

• Raised position—When shades are  
raised, the bands are completely operable 
and can be aligned in either the open  
or closed position.
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Style Defined
Designer Banded Shades feature  
an extensive collection of fabrics  
to fit any décor style.

From solids to textures to stripes to  
small-scale designs, these shades offer  
a fabric to fit your style. Top it off with  
a sophisticated color palette featuring  
fresh neutrals, grays and pops of color  
that excite.
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Opacity
LIGHT FILTERING

Outside light is filtered, creating a soft,  
warm glow on the shade while naturally 
dimming the light in the room. Provides  
a degree of light control.

ROOM DARKENING

Outside light does not pass through the 
fabric, blocking most light from entering  
the room. Ideal for rooms where you  
want more light control.
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Personal Pizzazz
DYNAMIC GEOMETRIC SHAPES

Who said banded shades have to feature 
only straight fabric bands? Fabrics with 
dynamic geometric shapes create drama, 
dimension and interest—not only at the 
window, but also in the light that cascades 
into the room.
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Band Height and  
View-Through
The position of the fabric bands with 
the sheer fabric is what determines 
the amount of view-through.

SMALL BAND HEIGHT

The smaller the solid band height, the more 
sheer fabric bands per shade, which will 
maximize the view-through.

LARGE BAND HEIGHT

The larger the solid band height, the fewer 
sheer fabric bands per shade, minimizing  
the view to the outside.
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Operating Systems
Exclusive and patented operating 
systems from Hunter Douglas 
provide superior functionality. 

CUSTOM CLUTCH

The Custom Clutch is the standard  
operating system for Designer Banded 
Shades. It provides superior functionality, 
shade-to-shade lift uniformity, precise 
operation and a minimal light gap that is  
even on both sides.

SOFTTOUCH™ MOTORIZATION

Our new battery-powered motorized system 
enables intuitive wand-controlled shade 
operation. Gently pull down on the wand  
to close shades, and push up to move them 
to the fully raised position.

• Favorite position functionality: a simple 
operation of the wand moves the shade  
to your favorite position in the window.

• Superior child safety: absolutely no 
exposed cords.

• Not compatible with PowerView® 
Motorization.

ULTRAGLIDE®

The revolutionary retractable cord system 
with constant cord length enhances safety. 
Exclusive to Hunter Douglas.
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Finishing Touches
SQUARE CASSETTE

Designer Banded Shades come standard 
with a fabric-wrapped Square Cassette.  

• Wrapped with two layers of the solid and 
sheer banded fabric to emulate the look  
of the shade.

• Band position on the wrapped cassette  
is consistent from shade to shade for 
uniformity within the room.

• Cassette size is predetermined based on 
shade size ordered. There are two sizes—
small and large.

• For aesthetic consistency in a room with 
different size shades, override to the large 
cassette size for all shades. 

• Optional unwrapped in 8 custom  
hardware colors.

BOTTOM BAR

The innovative bottom bar allows the shade 
to taper and narrow from top to bottom.  
By gently reducing the space between the 
front and back fabric, the shade maintains 
band alignment and uniformity. 

• Standard fabric-wrapped.

• Optional unwrapped in 8 custom  
hardware colors.
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Sophisticated Style 
and Innovative Design 
 
Combine the superior functionality,  
stylish design, sophisticated fabrics and  
the Hunter Douglas proprietary operating 
systems for a product that fits any room  
and any style.


